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Overview
What we cover here
You asked us to provide high-level information about legal and process
aspects of merger and other organizational combination transactions.
We review at a high level:
•
•
•
•
•

the board role in a merger transaction
questions for consideration as you review potential mergers
transaction structure alternatives
transaction execution stages
alternative approaches for combination and collaboration relationships

Our initial effort at identifying key strategic, operating, and legal
questions presented by a combination is reflected in a separate
document accompanying this handout.
What accompanies this document
•
•
•
•
•

draft worksheet for combination evaluation as noted above
draft worksheet for collaboration evaluation and planning
example of worksheet for summarizing information about each party
example of time and responsibility schedule for merger transaction
example of legal due diligence document request
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Key facts
[Org logo]

[Org logo]

[Org logo]

Other facts
Sector. [__________].

[key programs]

[key programs]

[key programs]

[location]

[location]

[location]

[target clients]

[target clients]

[target clients]

$[_____] in annual
revenues

$[_____] in annual
revenues

$[_____] in annual
revenues

(source: 2014 990)

(source: 2014 990)

(source: 2014 990)

Discussions. [__________].
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Board role

Fiduciary duties
Board members have two basic state law duties:
•

The duty of care requires that directors be informed about
organizational activities, participate in decisions, and do so in good
faith, in a manner that the director believes to be in the best interest
of the organization, and with such care, including reasonable inquiry,
of an ordinarily prudent person in similar circumstances.

•

The duty of loyalty requires that directors act in the interest of the
organization and not in their own interest or in the interest of another
entity.

In carrying out their duties, directors are generally entitled to rely
upon information provided by board committees, officers, employees,
counsel, accountants, and other experts, so long as they in good
faith believe such reliance to be warranted.
Specific approvals
In a merger or other combination situation, the board of the
continuing entity must formally approve:
•
•

•

the merger or asset transfer itself
any amendments to the articles or bylaws resulting from the merger,
including changes in organizational name, board size, board terms,
or officer structure
any changes in board and committee composition and chairs
resulting from the merger

In addition, the board would approve:
•
•
•
•

any changes in mission or branding
appointment of senior management of the new organization
any changes in compensation and benefit arrangements
facility changes or material IT or capital expenditures resulting from
the combination

In general, the board would consider and act upon any material
policy changes or expenditures arising from the transaction.
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Key
questions

Key questions
The core board role is to determine whether a proposed transaction
furthers the mission and is in the best interest of Client. Attached is a
worksheet setting out questions we encourage you to consider in
reviewing the facts, testing assumptions, and working with management
to make that assessment. The questions are grouped in these
categories:
•
•
•

•
•

Big picture
Partner information
Business case
Integration
Execution

The worksheet is intended to help structure go/no go analyses and
facilitate detailed transaction and post-transaction planning. In addition,
a near-term investment in the diligence and analysis process should
provide experiences that will be useful if the sector in fact consolidates
and you wish to pursue other combination opportunities.
Success factors
We note also that the extensive literature on nonprofit mergers includes
discussions of “success factors” in these transactions. Such factors
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

shared views on mission enhancement
strong internal leader driving the transaction
use of a consultant or intermediary to help drive the transaction
budgeting for transaction and integration expenses
strong existing relationship between the senior executives of the
combining organizations
strong board engagement in the transaction
staff involvement in integration planning
institutional funder presence and support
thorough diligence and financial testing/modeling

We encourage you to consider these factors in your review.
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Next steps
Next steps
As your discussions progress with potential partners, we encourage you
to:
•
•
•
•
•

identify internal Board and management leads on the project
consider retaining an experienced consultant for advice and analytical
and negotiating support
enter into a non-disclosure agreement with each potential partner
begin initial diligence work by exchanging basic financial and operating
information
use the worksheets to shape your diligence inquires and analysis

In addition, we encourage you to review selections from the literature on
nonprofit mergers. At your request, we can provide you with links to
materials we thought especially useful, and your consultant will be able
to make recommendations as well.

**********
Limitations
As contemplated by our engagement letter, the scope of our review was
limited. We did not undertake a diligence investigation of Client, [_____],
[_____], or any other entity. We examined only the documents and
information you provided to us, and information publicly available through
organizational websites and the Guidestar website. Our conclusions and
recommendations are based entirely on this review.
Thank you
Thank you very much for the opportunity to represent Client.
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